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CATADIOPTRIC OBJECTIVE COMPRISING 
TWO INTERMEDIATE IMAGES 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue speci?ca 
tion; matter printed in italics indicates the additions 
made by reissue. 

CROSS-REFERENCES TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

Not applicable. 

STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY 
SPONSORED RESEARCH OR DEVELOPMENT 

Not applicable. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The invention is related to a catadioptric objective com 
prising two intermediate images. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

Such is known from US. Pat. No. 4,701,035 to Hirose as a 
microlithographic projection exposure system. The objective 
shown there in FIG. 12 comprises two catoptric partial 
objectives and one catadioptric partial objective. All objec 
tives are off-axis, not axially symmetric, purely spherical 
systems. 

Catadioptric objectives with one intermediate image and a 
refractive partial objective are known as microlithographic 
projection systems with axial symmetry and central obscu 
rationfrom US. Pat. No. 5,488,299 to Elliott and Shafer and 
from DE 196 39 586 (US. Sen No. 09/263,788) to Schuster, 
the latter being assigned to the assignee of this invention, 
and incorporated herein by reference. 

Elliott and Shafer show the intermediate image near to the 
central opening of one of the mirrors, and lenses are 
arranged in the light path between the mirrors forming Man 
gin mirrors. All their optical surfaces are spherical. 

Schuster shows only the mirrors to be aspherical and 
avoids big lenses in the beam path between them. 
US. Pat. No. 5,004,331 to Haseltine et al. discloses a 

catadioptric projector for projecting an image to a dome (of a 
?ight simulator). The system comprises an external entrance 
pupil as means for receiving substantially collimated light, a 
refractive subsystem of rotationally symmetric, coaxial 
lenses forming a pupil image which is situated at the central 
opening of an aspheric concave mirror, which together with 
another concave mirror forms a re?ective pupil relay system. 
Both mirrors are tilted with respect to the optical axis of the 
refractive subsystem. The whole system provides a wide 
?eld of view image on a spherical dome. Full visible spec 
trum colour correction is obtained by combination of differ 
ent glass. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

It is an object of the invention to provide new design 
alternatives which allow for high resolution objectives with 
reduced lens diameters and high performance. Advanta 
geously these designs are to be used in the VUV spectral 
region for microscopy or microlithography. 

The solution of this problem is obtained by an objective 
comprising axial symmetry, at least one curved mirror and at 
least one lens and two intermediate images. The objective 
includes two refractive partial objectives and one catadiop 
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2 
tric partial objective. The objective includes a ?rst partial 
objective, a ?rst intermediate image, a second partial 
objective, a second intermediate image, and a third partial 
objective. At least one of said partial objectives is purely 
refractive. One of the partial objectives is purely refractive 
and one is purely catoptric. 

Axial symmetry together with two intermediate images, 
two refractive and one catadioptric partial objectives, two 
intermediate images and at least one refractive partial obj ec 
tive are varied descriptions of the novel aspects of the inven 
tion. 

Another aspect that clearly groups the mirrors in one 
catoptric partial objective, which cooperates with one or 
more purely refractive partial objectives. In this case it is 
provided that the catoptric partial objective carries the bur 
den of PetZval sum reduction or ?eld ?attening. This relieves 
the refractive partial objective from the need for beam con 
tractions and expansions by negative and positive lens 
groups, as is long established with microlithographic projec 
tion exposure lenses, see e. g. GlatZel E., ZEISS-Information 
26 (1981), p. 8413, US. Pat. No. 5,260,832 or US. Pat. No. 
5,903,400. In consequence the refractive partial objective is 
simpli?ed and the lens diameters are reduced. Especially for 
the proposed use in the VUV spectral region this gives great 
relief to the materials supply of suitable crystals or quartz 
glasses. 
The preferred embodiments also are related to the cited 

Schuster or Elliott and Shafer designs with two coaxial cen 
tral obscuration opposing convex mirrors, which allows for a 
very convenient axial asymmetric construction of the objec 
tive. Such inter alia has advantages in mechanical rigidity 
and in compatibility with established stepper/ scanner archi 
tectures adapted to refractive objectives. 
As a central obscuration in principle has degenerating 

effects in imagingithough in many cases decidedly taken 
advantage of as in annular or quadrupole illumination or in 
pupil ?ltering and apodisationithe reduction of the obscu 
ration by the central hole of the mirrors of this design is of 
importance. 
A preferred way of reducing obscuration is achieved by 

placing the intermediate images in the vicinity of the mir 
rors. 

In an alternative embodiment, lenses are inserted between 
the mirrors. As negative lenses these cooperate with the mir 
rors to give single material colour correction, relieving the 
need for band narrowing the laser light source or for using an 
achromatiZing material pair in the VUV. 
The chief ray height at each of the mirror bores is approxi 

mately the same in value, but opposite in sign. This measure 
allows for minimal central obscuration. 
The sequence where the mirror-containing partial obj ec 

tive is framed by the two refractive partial objectives is pre 
ferred as it allows for both intermediate image “planes” con 
nected by the mirror containing partial objective to be 
curved such as to best exploit the speci?c correction capa 
bilities of this partial objective. 

While it is rather conventional that mirrors are aspheric 
also in the related art, in the present invention it is speci? 
cally stated that aspheric lens surfaces prove advantageous 
with this design. All advantages and restrictions as recently 
established for refractive projection exposure obj ectives, see 
e. g. patent application DE 199 22 209 of Schuster 
(corresponds to US. patent application Sen No. 09/760,066, 
?ledJan. 12, 200], now US. Publication No. 2002/0149855, 
published Oct. 17, 2002) and references cited therein, as 
incorporated herein by reference, hold also for the use of 
aspheric surfaces in the designs of this invention. 
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Diffractive surfaces, as occasionally also proposed for 
projection exposure objectives, are also useful With this 
invention just as they are With refractive designs. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The invention is described in more detail based on the 
examples shoWn in the draWings. 

FIG. 1 shoWs the lens section of an example of an objec 
tive With a refractive, a catadioptric, a second refractive par 
tial objective in sequence, reduction ratio 1:6. 

FIG. 2 shoWs another example of such an objective With 
reduction ratio 1:5. 

FIG. 3 shoWs a schematic lens arrangement of an objec 
tive With a purely catoptric partial objective of axial symme 
try. 

FIG. 4 shoWs another example of the invention With a 
refractive, a catoptric, a second refractive partial objective in 
sequence. 

FIG. 5 shoWs schematically a microscope With an objec 
tive according to the invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

The example of FIG. 1 is a 6:1 reduction objective for a 
scanner projection exposure apparatus of microlithography, 
With an image ?eld diameter of 18.4 mm, an image side 
NA=0.75, being telecentric in the object space and the image 
space. 

All lenses are made of ?uorite CaF2 and the system is 
adapted for illumination by the F2 excimer-laser at 157 mm. 

Certainly modi?cations for other Wavelengths With other 
materials are possible, e. g. 193 nm and quartz glass. 

The ?rst partial objective S1 is refractive and has a reduc 
tion ratio of—1/4,27. 

It shoWs tWo distinct lens groups LG1 of four relatively 
big lenses of about 130 mm diameter, and after the aperture 
plane a second lens group LG2 With signi?cantly reduced 
diameter of about 80 mm and less. Here, the only aspheric 
lens surface is provided on surface 9 immediately subse 
quent to the aperture plane. Subsequent to the ?rst interme 
diate image IMI 1, the second partial objective S2 is cata 
dioptric With tWo opposite concave aspheric mirrors M1, M2 
With central holes and tWo negative meniscus lenses 25, 26 
and 27, 28 arranged betWeen them. They are passed by the 
light beams three times. Its magni?cation ratio is —1/0,99. 

Such a magni?cation ratio near unity alloWs for a highly 
symmetric construction and optimal correction of distor 
tions. 

This arrangement is particularly suitable for chromatic 
correction and correction of ?eld curvature, too. Therefore 
even With only one lens material CaF2 a relatively Wide laser 
bandWidth of +—1.2 pm of an unnarroWed F2-laser is 
accepted by this objective. 

Subsequent to the second intermediate image IM12 the 
third partial objective S3 again is refractive. 

It takes up the divergent light beam With a strongly bent 
meniscus 29,30. A positive air lensii. e. an air space in the 
form of a positive lensibetWeen the lens surfaces 40 and 41 
is characteristic. 

With its reduction ratio of —1/ 1,42 the overall reduction 
ratio of the system is reached. 

The detailed data of Table 1 shoW that the objective is 
composed of relatively feW elements of limited diameters 
Which helps for practical feasibility, as CaF2 is very expen 
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4 
sive and of limited availability. Also the light path in CaF2 is 
limited, thus reducing the problem of signi?cant absorption 
at 157 mm. 

The central obscuration necessitated by the fully coaxial 
construction of the catadioptric second partial objective S2 is 
a certain drawback, as such in principle deteriorates the 
modulation transfer function of an objective. 

HoWever, even in common refractive projection exposure 
objectives a small but distinct central obscuration is entered 
to accommodate beam paths of alignment systems etc. 

Efforts are taken in the design to keep the central obscura 
tion small, even With mirror diameters of practical siZe. 

It Was found that the diameter of the holes in the mirrors is 
minimized When the chief ray height is of equal value at the 
tWo holes, but opposite in sign. 

Further the mirror holes are arranged next to the tWo inter 
mediate images IMI 1 and IMI 2, Where the beam diameters 
are at a minimum. Also the ?rst partial objective S1 has 
substantial image reduction to keep this hole absolutely 
small, so that also the total mirror diameter is limited to a 
practical compact value. 

The mirror holes are siZed to be 2,0 mm larger in diameter 
than the closest ray at the edge of the ?eld. 

It is recommended that a obscuration mask is inserted at 
the pupil (aperture) plane of the second partial objective 
S2ijust in front of lens surface 9. This should be siZed 
20,25% in diameteriequal to 4,1% in area. Then the area 
obscuration at the edge of the ?eld has the same value as at 
the center and the MTF curves are completely uniform over 
the ?eld. 
The Wavefront correction of this example is better than 

0,011 Waves rms over the ?eld of 17><7 mm2 and less than 
0,009 Waves rms over the ?eld of 17><6 mm2. The distortion 
is 2.4 ppm and the median shift is 10 nm. 

Colour correction reaches CHL=34 nm/pm for longitudi 
nal colour, so that a+—1.2 pm bandWidth of an unnarroWed 
F2-laser can be accepted. 
The example of FIG. 2 and table 2 has an increased image 

?eld of 22x9 mm2 as Well as a signi?cantly increased NA=0, 
75, While the reduction ratio is changed to 5:1. The system is 
of overall similarity With the ?rst example, but With some 
signi?cant deviations. 
The ?rst refractive partial objective S1 has its aperture 

plane enclosed by tWo menisci 209, 210 and 211, 212 Which 
are concave toWards the aperture plane. Here, an obscuring 
disk OD is inserted for the purpose of ?eld-independent 
obscuration as described above. 

TWo lens surfaces 209 and 217 are aspheric, the ?rst is 
next to the aperture plane to affect angle deviations and the 
second is more in the ?eld region. 
The imaging ratio of the ?rst partial objective S1 is —1/4, 

67. Therefore the catadioptric partial objective can be so 
small. 
The second partial objective S2 again is catadioptric With 

tWo aspheric mirrors M21, M22 and tWo negative meniscus 
lenses 223,224 and 225,226. NoW their distance has strongly 
decreased, but angles increased in the beam path. This 
alloWs for very limited diameters of only 230 mm at the 
given large ?eld and large NA. The reduction ratio is —1//0, 
97. In this embodiment, too, the central obscuration is 20% 
in diameter constant over the full ?eld. 

High NA of 0,7 at the intermediate images to alloW for the 
small holes in the mirrors M21, M22 and a rather strong 
refractive poWer of the lenses 223,224 and 225,226 in 
betWeen to give the required colour correction are speci?c to 
this example. 
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The mirrors M21, M22 are aspheric With maximum devia 
tions from sphere being limited to 150 micrometers, Which 
allows for good production and testing. 

Also on the lenses betWeen the mirrors aspheric surfaces 
could increase image quality. A third negative lens here 
Would further optimiZe colour correction, if needed. 

The third partial objective S3 shoWs the characteristic ?rst 
meniscus lens 227,228 to be even more bent than in FIG. 1. 
This helps for coma correction. Also the second lens 229, 
230 is a meniscus concave on the intermediate image lMl 
side, as the tWo ?nal lenses 249,250 and 251,252 are menisci 
concave toWards the image plane lm, What is preferred for 
aplanatism and correction of spherical aberration. 

The positive air lens arranged betWeen the lens surfaces 
238 and 239 corrects the main part of spherical aberration. 
For this effect it is preferably arranged more in the pupil 
region of the objective than in a ?eld region. HoWever its 
arrangement before the pupil plane enables it to affect also 
the oblique spherical aberration in tangential and sagittal 
direction. 

As a meniscus concave toWard the pupil plane, lens 245, 
246 together With the air space created in front of it assists to 
the effects of the aforementioned air space. 

The imaging ratio of this third partial objective S23 is 
—1/ 1,11 near unity. HoWever, the arrangement is far from 
symmetry to the pupil plane, so that the strongly distorted 
intermediate image lMl can be transformed to a highly cor 
rected image at the image plane lm. 

Each partial objective has its part of the burden: S21 per 
forms the reduction, S22 makes the colour and PetZval cor 
rection and S23 makes the ?ne tuning of imaging errors. 

This second embodiment is not ?nely tuned to best error 
correction, but gives the principles of feasibility of such a 
design. 

The aspheric surfaces of both examples of tables 1 and 2 
are described by 

With Z=axial deviation from sphere, h=radial height from 
optical axis. 

The example of FIG. 3 has a purely catoptric partial obj ec 
tive S31 and a purely refractive partial objective S32 
betWeen object Ob and image lm, With intermediate image 
lMl. This avoids the big negative lenses f the catadioptric 
partial objectives of the aforementioned examples. The mir 
rors M1, M2 noW are purely used for PetZval correctioni 
correction of ?eld curvature. 

The chromatic characteristics of the objective are de?ned 
by the refractive partial objective S32. Use of different lens 
materials alloWs for achromatiZation. For DUV/VUV exci 
mer laser systems combinations of ?uorides, namely cal 
cium ?uoride (?uorspar, ?uorite), barium ?uoride, strontium 
?uoride, NaF, Lif etc. and/ or quartz glass, also in speci?cally 
doped versions, are adequate. Thus, for microlithography at 
157 nm, positive lenses L1,L3 can be made of calcium ?uo 
ride and negative lens L2 can be made of barium ?uoride or 
NaF, for example. 

Naturally the refractive partial objective S32 has more 
lenses in a realistic microlithography or microscope objec 
tive and the lenses L1 to L3 shoWn are only schematic repre 
sentatives. 
As the refractive partial objective S32 of this catadioptric 

objective as compared to a full refractive system is relieved 
from the burden of PetZval correction, it can be simpli?ed. 
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6 
The Waist and bulge con?guration With tWo and more Waists 
of state-of-the-art refractive microlithographic reduction 
projection objectives is therefore not needed. Only one Waist 
of minor beam reduction remains. Consequently the refrac 
tive partial objective S32 can be shorter, smaller in diameter 
and can have less lenses. Transmission and contrast are thus 
increased, While cost is decreased. Aspheric lens surfaces 
further help in this effect. 
As the catoptric partial objective S31 is free of lenses, its 

diameter is not critical: Precision aspherical mirrors With 
diameters of more than one meter are state of the art in 
astronomy, for example. 

Obviously the arrangement of catoptric and refractive par 
tial objective also can be changed in sequence. Then the 
diameter of the catoptric partial system is reduced in conse 
quence of the imaging ratio of the refractive partial objec 
tive. 

For reasons of good accessibility of object Ob and image 
lm and of more design space for correction, it is advanta 
geous if this system also is extended to a ?rst refractive 
partial objective S41, a catoptric partial objective S42 and a 
second refractive partial objective S43 With intermediate 
images lMl1 and lMl2, as shoWn in the example of FIG. 4. 
The advantages of the ?rst tWo embodiments With mini 

mal obscuration and of the third example Without big lenses 
betWeen the mirrors M1, M2 can thus be combined. 

Table 3 gives the design data of this example. This is a 157 
nm objective With all crystal lenses, most of LiF and some of 
NaF, giving excellent chromatic properties for an unnar 
roWed F2 laser With 1,5 pm band Width. Reduction ratio is 
1:5, maximum image ?eld height is 11,88 mm, NA=0,75. 
Maximum lens diameter is 190,5 mm, maximum mirror 
diameter is 201 mm. The overall length Ob-lm is 1,459 m. 
The use of crystal lenses in DUV to VUV microlitho 

graphic objectives is made here in adaptation of the earlier 
application DE 199 29 701.0 dated Jun. 29, 1999 (99032 P) 
(corresponding to US. Pat. No. 6,683,729 issued Jan. 27, 
2004) of co-inventor Schuster and the same assignee. This 
cited application as a Whole shall be part of the disclosure of 
this application, too. 

Consequently, negative NaF lenses are entered, plus one 
positive NaF meniscus 408, 409 in the ?rst partial objective 
S41, Which reduces lateral chromatic aberration, in an over 
all LiF lens system. 

Aspheric surfaces are entered into this design at a number 
of surfaces, Where this is advantageous. Consequently, also 
the mirrors 440 and 441 are aspheric. 

In the ?rst, reducing partial objective S41, the second 
bulge comprises one asphere, the second Waist one asphere, 
and the third bulge 2 aspheres. In the third partial objective 
S43 the ?rst bulge comprises one asphere, While the second 
of the tWo bulges comprises 2 aspheres. 
The aspheric surfaces of the example of tab. 3 are 

described by 

Where P is the height deviation as a function of the radius 
h (ray height With respect to the optical axis) With the 
aspheric constants C 1 to C6 as given in table 3.6is the inverse 
of the radius given in the table. 
The objective has a high correction quality, as the Wave 

front error calculated for tWo lines of 1 pm spectral distance 
is less than 8 millilambda at the maximum ?eld height and 
reduces to less than ?ve millilambda on the optical axis. 
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The central obscuration of the system can be designed to 
need by enlarging distance and diameter of the mirrors 440, 
441 of the catoptric partial objective S42. 

Ring sector ?eld imaging is conventional With many 
catoptric and catadioptric projection exposure systems of 
generally asymmetric construction. Such can also be real 
iZed Within the invention. Then, the mirrors only need an 
off-axis ring sector opening for entering of the light beam, 
and consequently the pupil only has a tWo sector obscuration 
With further reduced effects compared to the circular central 
obscuration. 

FIG. 5 schematically shoWs a microscope With an objec 
tive according to the invention. 
As such primarily makes sense for a DUV/VUV inspec 

tion microscope, direct visual observation by an ocular is not 
shoWn, but an image detector CCD of any appropriate 
knoWn sort is provided in the image plane of the objective. 
The objective is constituted by tWo refractive partial objec 
tives S51, S53 and the intermediate catoptric or catadioptric 
partial objective S52. The example shoWs tWo coaxial oppo 
site mirrors M1, M2 and one negative lens L in it. 
The design of the objective is generally as shoWn in the 

embodiments described above, but With image and object 
plane exchanged to obtain magni?cation, and With higher 
imaging ratio and smaller ?eld. 
An illumination system 111 illuminates the object Ob 

appropriately. 

TABLE 1 

0, 75 N.A., —2 = 157 nm, [5 = 6X, 17 x 7 min double-telecentric 

RADIUS THICKNESS APERTURE 
Element [mm] RADIUS [mm] 

OB i 41.365 

1 207.804 15.0000 64 
2 7154.0 85.7060 
3 —148.152 10.000 60 
4 —480.523 27.979 
5 275.460 21.000 68 
6 —420.424 18.169 
7 91.68 20.000 62 
8 231.534 102.963 
9 —62.100 5.000 25 

10 551.104 10.065 
11 —77.910 9.000 32 
12 —47.566 1.000 
13 —281.444 12.500 41 
14 —83.966 1.000 
15 —1256.9 17.000 43 
16 —69.116 1.000 
17 99.668 7.000 40 
18 60.790 0.978 
19 63.022 18.000 37 
20 —177.094 1.000 
21 65.632 5.000 
22 43.522 9.388 
23 44.597 7.000 23 
24 115.690 20.474 

IMIl i —5.072 

M2 220.905 16.140 115 
25 349.084 11.500 112 
26 150.213 131.449 
27 —163.770 11.500 105 
28 —381.158 17.158 
M1 —228.356 115 
29 —42.092 21.059 35 
30 —51.728 1.000 
31 —194.937 18.000 59 
32 —113.392 1.000 
33 —1132.0 18.000 70 
34 —193.134 1.000 
35 458.425 18.000 74 
36 —386.456 93.349 
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TABLE l-continued 

0, 75 N.A., —2 = 157 nm, [5 = 6X, 17 x 7 min double-telecentric 

37 171.069 27.160 78 
38 —1302.6 1.000 
39 115.683 12.796 71 
40 79.902 53.335 
41 —108.436 37.180 61 
42 —140.231 1.000 
43 171.662 24.000 71 
44 —1877.0 29.921 
45 —118.760 37.456 66 
46 —131.389 1.000 
47 153.982 21.000 73 
48 1445.6 1.049 
49 72.396 20.001 59 
50 76.113 1.000 
51 53.654 49.996 49 
52 69.967 16.341 
LM i i 

Aspheric Surface Data 

9: ASO = 0 

AS3 = 1.5172e-10 

AS4 = —1.1366e-12/AS5 =1.3050e—16/AS6 = 1.7402e-18 

AS7 = —2.4094e—21 

M1: ASO = 0 

AS3 = —1.157e—13 

AS4 = —2.4958e—18/AS5 2.735e-23/AS6 = —7.4436e—27 

AS7 = 1.5059e-31 

M2: ASO = 0 

AS3 = 6.8616e-14 

AS4 = 3.6976e-18/AS5 = 5.2619e-23/AS6 = —2.331e—27 

AS7 = 2.8845e-31 

M1, M2 central hole r = 15,3 nrn 

Index ofrefraction CaF2 at 157 nm: 11 = 1,55971 

TABLE 2 

5x, .75 N.A., 22 x 9 mm, 7» = .157 pm 

RADIUS THICKNESS APERTURE 

Element [mm] RADIUS [mm] 

OB Telecentric 34.000 
201 170.721 15.000 73 
202 183.404 70.512 
203 —88.583 10.000 72 
204 —109.418 0.097 
205 489.985 31.998 86 
206 —223.861 105.847 
207 211.214 18.000 80 
208 1008.7 132.111 
209 98.261 7.000 38 
210 75.231 9.337 
OD i 6.429 obscuring 

disk 
r = 6,75 mm 

211 —105.403 28.061 35 
212 —103.952 1.000 
213 2546.4 21.782 56 
214 —129.850 1.000 
215 459.497 25.167 59 
216 —117.119 1.000 
217 76.297 7.000 50 
218 52.636 5.014 
219 60.098 27.883 45 
220 —254.989 1.000 
221 158.480 18.301 38 
222 —1889.6 19.412 
IMI —4.449 
M2 198.917 11.198 115 
223 249.698 11.500 115 
224 141.621 95.251 
225 —146.113 11.500 105 
226 —279.951 14.507 
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What is claimed is: 
1. An objective comprising axial symmetry, at least one 

curved mirror and at least one lens and tWo intermediate 
images. 

2. An objective according to claim 1 comprising tWo 
refractive partial objectives and one catadioptric partial 
objective. 

3. An objective according to claim 1 comprising 
a ?rst partial objective, 
a ?rst intermediate image, 
a second partial objective, 
a second intermediate image, 
a third partial objective, 
Wherein at least one of said partial objectives is purely 

refractive. 
4. An objective according to claim 1 comprising at least 
a ?rst partial objective, 
an intermediate image, 
a second partial objective, 
one of said partial objectives being purely refractive and 

one being purely catoptric. 
5. An objective according to claim 1, [?intier] further 

comprising a partial objective With tWo opposing concave 
mirrors With central bores, and With an optical axis, said 
concave mirrors being arranged axially symmetric With 
respect to said optical axis, their concave surfaces facing 
each other. 

6. An objective according to claim 5, Wherein each of said 
concave mirrors has a vertex situated on said optical axis, 
and Wherein each of said intermediate images has a maxi 
mum image height and is given on a surface With a piercing 
point on said optical axis, and at least one of said vertici is 
distant from at least one of said piercing points by a distance 
less than the maximum image height of the image having 
said piercing point. 

7. An objective according to claim 5, Wherein at least one 
lens is arranged in the beam path betWeen the tWo concave 
mirrors. 

8. An objective according to claim 7, [herein] wherein said 
at least one lens has negative refractive poWer. 

9. An objective according to claim 5, Wherein said con 
cave mirrors have central openings With a radius, each of 
said radii being no greater than 1.5 times the maximum 
image height of the neighboring intermediate image. 

10. An objective according to claim 5, Wherein each of the 
radii of said central openings is less than 25% of the maxi 
mum light beam height at said concave mirror. 

11. An objective according to claim 5, Wherein the light 
beam has a chief ray height at each of the bores, Which is of 
equal value but opposite sign at the tWo bores. 

12. An objective according to claim 1, Wherein a ?rst 
refractive partial objective, 

a partial objective comprising at least one mirror, and 
a second refractive partial objective are arranged in 

sequence. 
13. An objective according to claim [1] 12, Wherein at 

least one lens of said refractive partial objectives has an 
aspheric surface. 

14. An objective according to claim [1] 12, Wherein at 
least one of said partial objectives comprises a diffractive 
optical element. 

15. An objective according to claim [1] 12, Wherein said 
partial objective comprising at least one mirror has a magni 
?cation ratio in the range betWeen —l/0.7 and —l/l .3. 

16. An objective according to claim 12, Wherein the ?rst 
refractive partial objective has a magni?cation ratio of —l/3 
to —l/8. 
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17. An objective according to claim 12, Wherein the sec 

ond refractive partial objective has a magni?cation ratio of 
—l/0.8 to —l/2. 

18. An objective according to claim [1] 12, Wherein at 
least one of the ?rst and second refractive partial objectives 
consists of a ?rst positive lens group, a negative lens group 
and a second positive lens group. 

19. An objective according to claim [1] 18, Wherein said 
negative lens group comprises at least tWo negative menisci, 
their concave surfaces facing each other. 

20. An objective according to claim 18, Wherein at least 
one of said ?rst and second positive lens groups comprises at 
least four positive lenses. 

21. An objective according to claim 1, Wherein all lenses 
contained are made of the same material, preferably a ?uo 
ride crystal. 

22. An objective according to claim 4, Wherein lenses are 
made from at least tWo different ?uorides. 

23. An objective according to claim 1, Wherein the image 
?eld is an off-axis ring sector. 

24. An objective according to claim [1] 3 , Wherein the ?rst 
partial objective has a pupil plane and a central obscuration 
device is located near said pupil plane. 

25. An objective according to claim [1] 3 , Wherein at least 
one of the refractive partial objectives has at least a ?rst lens 
group and a second lens group, one of them having lesser 
lens diameters. 

26. An objective according to claim [14] 25, Wherein the 
at least one aspherical lens surface is on a lens of the lens 
group With lesser lens diameters. 

27. An objective according to claim [1] 3, Wherein the 
third partial objective has at least one positive concave air 
lens near its pupil plane, namely located at a distance from 
the second intermediate image of betWeen 25% and 75% of 
the length of this partial objective. 

28. An objective according to claim [1] 3, Wherein the 
image side partial objective has tWo ?rst lenses subsequent 
to the second intermediate image, Which are menisci con 
cave on the side of the intermediate image, and tWo last 
lenses adjacent to the image, Which are meniscus concave on 
the side of the image. 

29. An objective according to claim 1, Wherein the [image 
side] partial objective arranged at an image side has a pupil 
plane and at least one lens arranged at a distance from the 
image plane of betWeen 25% and 75% of the length of [the 
image side] said partial objective is a meniscus concave 
toWard the pupil plane. 

30. A microscope comprising an objective according to 
claim 1. 

31. A microlithographic projection exposure apparatus 
comprising a projection objective according to claim 1. 

32. Use of [a projection] an objective according to claim 1 
for microlithographic projection exposure. 

33. Method of microlithographic structuring of a substrate 
comprising the steps of illuminating a mask With VUV light 
and projecting an image of said mask onto said substrate 
through [a projection] an objective according to claim 1. 

34. An objective according to claim [6] 5, Wherein at least 
one lens is arranged in the beam path betWeen the tWo con 
cave mirrors. 

35. An objective according to claim 15, Wherein the ?rst 
refractive partial objective has a magni?cation ratio of —l/3 
to —l/8. 

36. An objective according to claim 15, Wherein the sec 
ond refractive partial objective has a magni?cation ratio of 
—l/0.8 to —l/2. 

37. An objective according to claim 16, Wherein the sec 
ond refractive partial objective has a magni?cation ratio of 
—l/0.8 to —l/2. 
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38. An objective according to claim 19, wherein at least 
one of said ?rst and second positive lens groups comprises at 
least four positive lenses. 

39. An obj ective according to claim 25, Wherein the at 
least one aspherical lens surface is on a lens of the lens group 
With lesser lens diameters. 

40. A microlithography projection exposure apparatus 
comprising a projection objective according to claim 3. 

41. Use of a projection objective according to claim 3 for 
microlithography projection exposure. 

42. Method of microlithographic structuring of a substrate 
comprising the steps of illuminating a mask With VUV light 
and projecting an image of said mask onto said substrate 
through a projection objective according to claim 3. 

43. A microlithographic projection exposure apparatus 
comprising a projection objective according to claim 4. 

44. Use of a projection objective according to claim 4 for 
microlithographic projection exposure. 

45. Method of microlithographic structuring of a substrate 
comprising the steps of illuminating a mask With VUV light 
and projecting an image of said mask onto said substrate 
through a projection objective according to claim 4. 

46. A microscope comprising an objective according to 
claim 5. 

47. A microlithographic projection exposure apparatus 
comprising a projection objective according to claim 5. 

48. Use of a projection objective according to claim 5 for 
microlithographic projection exposure. 

[49. A catadioptric objective comprising axial symmetry 
and at least a ?rst partial objective, 

an intermediate image, and 

a second partial objective, 
one of said partial objectives being purely refractive and 

one being purely catoptric 
[50. A microscope comprising an objective according to 

claim 49 
[51. A microlithographic projection exposure apparatus 

comprising a projection objective according to claim 49.] 
[52. Use of a projection objective according to claim 49 

for microlithographic projection exposure.] 
53. An objective comprising axial symmetry, 
an optical axis not being folded, 
at least one curved mirror and 

at least one lens and tWo intermediate images, and provid 
ing an image reduction. 

54. An objective comprising axial symmetry, 
at least one curved mirror and 

at least one lens and tWo intermediate images, 

further comprising a partial objective With tWo opposing 
concave mirrors With central bores, and 

With an optical axis, said concave mirrors being arranged 
axially symmetric With respect to said optical axis, their 
concave surfaces facing each other. 

55. An objective comprising axial symmetry, 
at least one curved mirror and at least one lens and tWo 

intermediate images, 
further comprising a partial objective With tWo opposing 

concave mirrors With central bores, and With an optical 
axis, 

said concave mirrors being arranged axially symmetric 
With respect to said optical axis, their concave surfaces 
facing each other, Wherein 
a ?rst refractive partial objective, a partial objective 

comprising at least one mirror, and a second refrac 
tive partial objective are arranged in sequence, 
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Wherein the ?rst refractive partial objective has a mag 

ni?cation ratio of-l/3 to —l/8. 
56. An objective comprising axial symmetry, 
at least one curved mirror and at least one lens and tWo 

intermediate images, 
further comprising a partial objective With tWo opposing 

concave mirrors With central bores, and 
With an optical axis, said concave mirrors being arranged 

axially symmetric With respect to said optical axis, their 
concave surfaces facing each other, 

Wherein a ?rst refractive partial objective, a partial obj ec 
tive comprising at least one mirror, and a second refrac 
tive partial obj ective are arranged in sequence, 

Wherein at least one of the ?rst and second refractive par 
tial objectives consists of a ?rst positive lens group, a 
negative lens group and a second positive lens group. 

57. An objective comprising axial symmetry, 
at least one curved mirror and 

at least one lens and tWo intermediate images, 

further comprising a partial objective With tWo opposing 
concave mirrors With central bores, and With an optical 
axis, 

said concave mirrors being arranged axially symmetric 
With respect to said optical axis, their concave surfaces 
facing each other, 

Wherein a ?rst refractive partial objective, a partial obj ec 
tive comprising at least one mirror, and a second refrac 
tive partial obj ective are arranged in sequence, 

Wherein said negative lens group comprises at least tWo 
negative menisci, their concave surfaces facing each 
other. 

58. An objective comprising axial symmetry, 
at least one curved mirror and 

at least one lens and tWo intermediate images, 

Wherein a ?rst refractive partial objective, a partial obj ec 
tive comprising at least one mirror, and a second refrac 
tive partial obj ective are arranged in sequence, 

Wherein at least one aspherical lens surface is on a lens of 
a lens group With lesser lens diameters. 

59. An objective comprising axial symmetry, 
at least one curved mirror and at least one lens and tWo 

intermediate images, 
a ?rst partial objective, 
a ?rst intermediate image, 
a second partial objective, 
a second intermediate image, 
a third partial objective, 
Wherein the third partial objective has at least one positive 

concave air lens near its pupil plane, located at a dis 
tance from the second intermediate image of betWeen 
25% and 75% of the length of this partial objective. 

60. An objective comprising axial symmetry, 
at least one curved mirror and 

at least one lens and tWo intermediate images, 
a ?rst partial objective, 
a ?rst intermediate image, 
a second partial objective, 
a second intermediate image, 
a third partial objective, 
Wherein an image side partial objective has tWo ?rst 

lenses subsequent to the second intermediate image, 
Which are menisci concave on the side of the intermedi 
ate image, 
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and tWo last lenses adjacent to the image, Which are 
[meniscus] menisci concave on the side of the image. 

61. An objective comprising axial symmetry, 
at least one curved mirror and 

at least one lens and tWo intermediate images, 

a ?rst partial objective, 
a ?rst intermediate image, 
a second partial objective, 
a second intermediate image, 
a third partial objective, 
Wherein an image side partial objective has a pupil plane, 
and at least one lens arranged at a distance from the image 

plane of betWeen 25% and 75% of the length of the 
image side partial objective is a meniscus concave 
toWard the pupil plane. 

62. An objective comprising axial symmetry, 
at least one curved mirror and at least one lens and tWo 

intermediate images, 
Wherein at least one lens is arranged in a beam path 

betWeen [the] tWo concave mirrors. 
63. An objective comprising axial symmetry, 
at least one curved mirror and 

at least one lens and tWo intermediate images, 

further comprising a partial objective With tWo opposing 
concave mirrors With central bores, and With an optical 
axis, 

said concave mirrors being arranged axially symmetric 
With respect to said optical axis, their concave surfaces 
facing each other, 

Wherein each of said concave mirrors has a vertex situated 
on said optical axis, and 

Wherein each of said intermediate images has a maximum 
image height and is given on a surface With a piercing 
point on said optical axis, 

and at least one of said vertici is spaced from at least one 
of said piercing points by a distance less than the maxi 
mum image height of the image having said piercing 
point. 
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64. An objective comprising axial symmetry, 
at least one curved mirror and 

at least one lens and tWo intermediate images, 

Wherein [the ?rst] a refractive partial objective has a mag 
ni?cation ratio of-l/3 to —l/8. 

65. An objective according to claim 1, wherein the image 
?eld is ojflaxis. 

66. An objective according to claim 1, wherein said at 
least one curved mirror has an ojflaxis opening. 

67. A microlithographic projection exposure objective 
comprising at least two concave mirrors with of axis 
openings, at least one intermediate image, and at least one 

purely refractive partial objective. 
68. An objective comprising a purely catoptric partial 

objective, a purely refractive partial objective, an intermedi 
ate image between these partial objectives, said purely 
catoptric objective comprising mirrors with an of-axis 
opening. 

69. An objective being a microlithographic reduction pro 
jection exposure objective comprising a catadioptric partial 
objective with two opposite concave mirrors and a magni? 
cation ratio in the range between —]/O.7 and —]/].3; and a 
purely refractive partial objective comprising at least one 
lens with an aspheric surface, the objective being both side 
telecentric. 

70. The objective ofclaim 69, comprising a second inter 
mediate image and another partial objective. 

7]. The objective ofclaim 69, wherein saidpurely refrac 
tive partial objective has a magnification ratio of —]/3 to 
—]/8. 

72. The objective of claim 69, wherein said catoptric par 
tial objective comprises at least one lens arranged in the 
beam path between the two concave mirrors. 

73. The objective ofclaim 69, wherein the image?eld is 
of-axis. 

74. The objective ofclaim 69, wherein said two opposite 
concave mirrors have ojflaxis openings. 
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